
DISSENTING OPIXION OF JUDGE BASDEVANT 
iTranslation] 

1 greatly regret that  1 am able onlv to concur in part with 
the operative portion of the Judgment, and as 1 also disagree 
with the way in which the Court arrives a t  its decision, 1 think 
that 1 should indicate mv main reasons for my view and the 
conclusions which 1 draw from those reasons. 

The Vnited Kingdom filed an objection to rhe jiiristlictiori in 
answer to  the Application submitted by the Hellenic Governmerit 
on -4pril 9th. 1951. This objection to  the jurisdiction was expresed 
in brief terms, but in te rn~c  having a very wide scope, by the 
Vnittd Kingdom A4geent a t  the hearing in Court on May.17th, 1952. 
The course of the arguments made i t  clear that this objectiori t o  
the jurisdiction met a twofo!d claim by the Hellenic Government. 
Thr lattcr C;overnmtmt asked the Court, i ~ i  the first place, t o  
deal \vit11 the merits of a c,laim by that (iovernment regarding 
the trvatment of JI. Ambatielos bv the British alithorities and, 
sccondly, to dccide as  to the obligation to refer this claim to the 
arbitration provided for by the Protocol of November ~ o t h ,  1886. 

I t  is in this orcler that the validitv o f  the Preliminarv Objection 
raised by the Ilnited Kingdoni should be considered. If the Court 
should fiiid that it has jurisdiction to tlt,al itsclf with the Ambatielos 
claim and i f  it accordingly rctains this claim for its consideration, 
the rrquest for a declaration that the claim must be referred to 
the arbitration provideil for in the Protncol of 1886 beconies devoid 
of object and thtxrrfore thc chnllrngc to the jiiristiiction to  which 
it gave rise ntwl not he fiirthrr c:orisidered. 

In accor(lanct~ \vit11 thtt 1)ririciplc laid down by the Court in 
other cascs ( l . ( ' . J .  Kt,l)orts 1939, pp. 17;-178. and 19go, p. F I ) ,  
\vhich is rtot tlisr>utï(l i r i  tht, r>rcscnt case. thc iiiri+clirtioii of the 
Court itepcn(ls iipori tlic,  constmt of the Statcs parties to the 
dispute. Thcreforts, sincc1 no sl)c~ial agrt,rmcnt has been conclildeci, 
wc arc herc co11ct~rnc.d c.ith ;\rticle 29 of the Treaty of Jiily 16tti, 
1926, bvt\vet)ri (;reccc, nrid tlie L'nited Iiingdorn, the only text 
relied iipon as corifcrring juris(1ictiori iipon tlie Perninrir~rlt ('oiirt 
of Iriternatiorial -Jiistice so far as thesta trio Statt,s ;ire coriccrriïd ; 
such a c<)nfc~rririg of jiirisclictiori has no\v btwi t~xteri(1t.d to the 
International ('oiir! of Jiistice by the operation of -Article 37 
of the Statiite of th\% Coiirt. 
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Article 29 of the Treaty of 1926 confers upon the Court juris- 

diction to decide any disputes that may arise between the 
contracting parties "as to the proper interpretation or application 
of any of the provisions of the present Treaty". The facts which 
the Hellenic Government submits for the Court's decision as to 
their conformity, or otherwise, with the United Kingdom's inter- 
national obligations, occurred before the conclusion of the Treaty 
of 1926. The complaints which the Hellenic Government seeks 
to  base upon these facts cannot be judged upon the basis of 
obligations flowing from the Treaty of 1926. These complaints 
are therefore outside the sphere of applicability of Article 29 : 
this Article provides no ground entitling the Court to deal with 
them. 

The fact that the Treaty of 1926 is said to contain provisions 
more or less similar to those of the Treaty of 1886 cannot make 
the provisions of the Treaty of 1926 applicable to facts which 
occurred before the coming into force of this Treaty, and thus 
extend to  such facts the effect of Article 29, the only provision 
conferring jurisdiction on the Court. 

The Declaration which follows the Treaty of 1926 shows the 
correctness of this conclusion. That Declaration refers to differences 
as to the validity of claims based on the Treaty of 1886. The 
Hellenic Government contends that the Ambatielos claim is one 
of the claims referred to in the Declaration of 1926 ; there is no 
need to decide as to the correctness of this contention, for it is 
sufficient to observe that the Declaration provides, for the settle- 
ment of differences relating to such claims, the arbitral procedure 
created by the Protocol of 1886 ; it does not substitute judicial 
proceedings before the Court for this procedure. Furthermore, 
the Greek Legation in London stated in a note of August 6th, 
1940 : "The Arbitral Committee provided for by the final Protocol 
of the Greco-British Commercial Treaty of 1880 is the only com- 
petent authority in the matter." 

The Court therefore has no jurisdiction to deal with the merits 
of the Ambatielos claim as formulated in paragraph I of 'the 
Conclusions presented on behalf of the Hellenic Govemment at 
the hearing of May 17th. 

Having no jurisdiction to deal with the Greek claim relating 
to the treatment of Ambatielos, the Court is confronted by another 
aspect of the dispute. The Hellenic Government asked that the 
Ambatielos case should be referred to the arbitral procedure 
established by the Protocol of 1886 ; the Lnited Kingdnm Goverii- 
ment refused. The Hellenic Government then asked the Court 
to Say that this arbitral procedure should be applied in this case. 
This second dispute, which thus relates to the rxistrnce in this 
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case of an obligation to have recourse to the arbitral procedure 
of the Protocol of 1886, has been described in different terms in 
the course of the proceedings, and the jurisdiction of the Court 
to  deal with it is disputed by the United Kingdom. The Court 
must tlierefore decide whether it has jurisdiction to deal with 
this point. 

In the Conclusions submitted in its Counter-Mernoriai, the 
United Kingdom has employed an abstract form for the statement 
of its objection to the jurisdiction. The Court cannot deai with 
a submission so formulated. I t  has before it a concrete claim 
that it should state whether the United Kingdom is under an 
obligation to accept the submission to arbitration of the Hellenic 
claim relating to the Ambatielos case. The Court has to determine 
whether i t  is competent to adjudicate upon the existence of such 
an obligation in the present case. 

The obligation which the Hellenic Goverriment asks the Court 
to find in this case derives from the Protocol of 1886, which 
provides for the submission to a Commission of Arbitration, con- 
stituted by the two Crovernments, in each case, for this purpose, of 
disputes arising between them respecting the interpretation or 
the execution of the Treaty of 1886, or the consequences of any 
violation thereof. The Hellenic Government requested that its 
claim in the Ambatielos case should be submitted to arbitration ; 
the United Kingdom Government refused, and the arbitration 
clause of the Protocol of 1886 therefore did not take effect. 

There was thus an example of the gap existing in the machinery 
of an arbitration clause which, as is frequently the case, can only 
become effective as the result of the joint action of the two States 
in conflict : in this case such joint action \vas necessary for the 
constitution of the Commission of Arbitration. W%ere one of the 
States atfopts the view that the case is not one calling for arbi- 
tration, the operation of the arbitration claiise becomes impossible. 
This gap, which exists also in respect of othcr treaty provisions, 
has manifestcd itsrlf in other caser, besides the present one. 
-4tternpts have at times hcen made to fil1 this gap. One such 
atternpt was made in Article j 3  of The Hague Convention 1 of 
October 18th. 1907, a provision wliich has ho~vever been made 
inoperative, so far as they \vcre concerned, by a number of States, 
includirig (;rc,ece, bÿ mtians of n. reservation. 

The Protocol o f  rSS6 I ~ f t  th<, gap unfillecl. It  does not itself 
provide an'; r~rnrd!: for this defect. The Hellenic Government 
conten(ls that ;i rc,midy is provitltd by Article 29 of the Treaty 
of 1926, anc! th!: 1)cclaratiori following this Treaty, on the ground 
that the Court, bv \.irtric, of thest: t t ~ t s ,  hns jurisdiction t o  decide 
whether the  Ambatic.10~ clairn s!ioiiltl lx, suhniittcd lo arbitration 
in application of thr l'rotocol of xXHh. .4ccortIing to this argument, 
Article 29 and tht, Ileclaration of 1926 iniplicdly added to the 
undertaking to arbitratc given i n  1886 a frirtlier clause confemng 
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juridiction on the Court to adjudicate upon disputes ansing 
with regard to the interpretation or the application of the arbi- 
tration clause in the Protocol of 1886. 

The Declaration of 1926 provides that any differences which 
may anse between the two Governments as to the validity of 
claims on behalf of pnvate persons based on the provisions of 
the Treaty of 1886 "shall, at the request of either Government, 
be referred to arbitration in accordance with the piovisions of 
the Protocol of November ~ o t h ,  1886". Article 29 of the Treaty 
of 1926 confers jurisdiction on the Court to deal with disputes 
as to the interpretation or application "of any of the provisions 
of the present Treaty". It  was contended, on behalf of the Helienic 
Government, that the Declaration of 1926 was an integral part 
of the Treaty of the same date, that what was therein provided 
was to be regarded as a provision of that Treaty, that, conse- 
quently, a dispute as to the interpretation or application of the 
Declaration was within the junsdictional clause contained in 
Article 29 and that thus a way was opened for the admission 
of the Court's junsdiction to decide as to the interpretation or 
application of the arbitration clause contained in the Protocol 
of 1886 and referred to in the Declaration of 1926. 

Underlying this argument is the idea that the Declaration is 
an integral part of the Treaty of 1926, that it is a provision of 
this Treaty. If this proposition be not accepted, the whole argument 
founded upon it fails to the ground, for the Declaration makes 
no reference to the Court and does not directly confer any juris- 
diction upon it. 

In order to determine whether the Declaration is or is not 
part of the Treaty, the Parties presented lengthy arguments 
conceming the extemal features of the Declaration in relation 
to the Treaty of 1926, the references that have been made to 
both of them, andathe place attnbuted to them in the documents 
connected with them. For a proper appreciation of the significance 
which ought to be attributed ta any factor of this nature a pre- 
liminary observation is called for. 

The drafting and the signature of an international agreement 
are the acts by means of which the wili of the contracting States 
is expressed ; ratification is the act by which the wili so expressed 
is confirmed by the comptent authority, for the purpose of 
giving it binding force. Ali these acts are concemed with the 
substance itself of an international agreement. But the recording 
of these acts in the instruments which are designed to give them 
material existence involves the physicai operations of writing, 
pnnting, transmission by one party to the other, etc., operations 
which do not contnbute to the formation of the will of the 
contracting States ; those who have the task of forming, expressing 
or confirming this will, do not, as a d e ,  take part in these physical 
operations ; these operations commonly take a form denving from 
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tradition, which is followed scmpulouçly, and therefore blindly, 
by the officiais entmsted with this material task. I t  would be 
wrong to  attribute to the details of form thus superimposed upon 
the juridical act of the conclusion of a treaty any determining 
influence, when it becomes necessary, in case of doubt, to  ascertain 
the tme  meaning of the agreement which has been reached, the 
character which the parties intended to  give to any given agreement 
concluded between them. 

The scope to be given to a particular expression employed, or 
to a particular form which has been followed, should be considered 
in the light of these remarks when it is sought to determine 
whether the Declaration of 1926 is to  be regarded as constituting 
a provision of the Treaty of the same date. 

In this connection, it is of particular significance that it was 
the very persons who were responsible for expressing the will of 
the States who chose to  use, in Article 29, the expression "provi- 
sions of the present Treaty", and not a more comprehensive 
expression. I t  was they who chose to give their agreement 
conceming claims based on the Treaty of 1886 the form of a 
separate provision, and not of an article in the Treaty of the 
same date ; it was they who gave it the title of Declaration and 
not that of an additional article, who saw fit to append their 
signatures to  it, separately from the Treaty, and to make no 
reference to it in the Treaty, in contra-distinction to what they 
did in the case of the Schedule which precedes it. Al1 this, for 
the reasons indicated above, is of greater importance in determining 
the character of the Declaration than the fact that the Declaration 
was printed after the Treaty and the Schedule, in one document 
with consecutive pagination, physical details which, like others 
of the same kind, are governed by the actions of officialç who, 
unlike plenipotentiaries, were not responsible for elaborating and 
stating the uill of the contracting Parties. 

Simiiarly, when they signed' the instruments of ratification- 
act by which the?; confirmed the agreement reached by their 
respective Pl~nipotcntiaries and by which they gave the Declaration 
a definitil,? character of the will of the contracting States-the 
President of the Greek Republic and the British Monarch were 
merely corifirniirig what had already been declared by their 
Plenipoteritianes. Thcy did not direct their minds to details, 
often superfluous or incorrect, which officials, unqualified to 
interpret, complete or correct the intentions of their Sovereigns, 
borrowed from fornis which the?; traditionally and blindly followed. 

An cxamiriation of the various factors rclird upon on eithcr 
side-if uridertaken bvith car,. to attribute importance only to 
those considerations which throw light on the intentions of those 
who alonc were qualifitd to  (It.clart. the will of tlieir respective 
Govemments and not to consideratio~is which (Io not relate to 
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the formation of this will-should lead to the view that the 
Declaration is distinct from the Treaty. and not a clause or 
provision of the Treaty itseif ; such an examination should also 
lead to the reading of Article 29 as it is written-that is to say, 
as giving the Court jurisdiction in respect of disputes as to the 
interpretation or application of the "provisions of the present 
Treaty"-and not to the substitution, for these perfectly clear 
words, by means of interpretation, of the words "provisions upon 
which agreement was reached by the Parties to-day", or some 
such words of lesser precision. 

This independent character of the Declaration also clearly 
appears if, putting aside particulanties of form and details of 
presentation, one has regard to the substance of the matter, 
with a view to considering whether the Declaration, in spite of 
its separate presentation, does not constitute a sort of supple- 
m e n t a ~  provision of the Treaty. which jt would have been proper 
to describe as an additional article : that was the method adopted 
by Max Huber in his Report on the British claims against Spain, 
when he had to decide as to the independent character of an 
agreement which he was called upon to interpret (Reports of 
International Arbitral Awards, II, pp. 632-633). 

The Declarafion does not explain any clause of the Treaty. 
n'or does it explain its general effect, which has been said to be 
the abrogation of the Treaty of 1886 by the Treaty of 1926. In 
fact, not only did the Treaty of 1926 contain no provision abro- 
gating the Treaty of 1886, but it did not effect any tacit abrogation 
of the Treaty of 1886. The Treaty of 1886 did not cease to bc in 
force as the result of any express or implied abrogation by the 
Treaty of 1926, but as a result of itç denunciation by the Heilenic 
Government on March 3rd, 1919. The date upon which this 
denunciation was to take effect was the subject of a number of 
postponements, and it was finaliy fixed as at the date of the 
coming into force of the new Treaty. The coming into force of 
the Treaty of 1926 thus provided a date adopted by both Parties 
on which the earlier denunciation would have legal effect ; it is 
not itself the juridical source of the extinguishment of the Treaty 
of 1886 : this extinguishment resulted from the denunciation of 
the Treaty. 

Consequently the Declaration of 1926, considered from the 
point of view of its content, is not an instrument which explains 
the Treaty of 1926, but an agreement relating to one of the effects 
of the lapsing of the Treaty of 1886, this lapsing k i n g  itself the 
result of the denunciation of this Treaty. From the point of v i m  
of its substance, even more clearly than from the point of view 
of its form, the Declaration must be regarded as separate from 
the Treaty. I t  cannot be regarded as, or even assimilated to, a 
provision of the Treaty. It  foilows that the juridictional clause 
of -4rticle 29 of the Treaty is not applicable to it. 

50 
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The Declaration of 1926 Mas designed to preserve, in respect 
of the claims therein referred to. the earlier régime resiilting, so 
far a s  the merits were concerned, from the Treaty of 1886, and, 
so far a s  the procedure for the settlement of disputes was concerned, 
from the Protocol of 1886, to which it specifically refers. The 
earlier régime \vas preserved as it stood, with its advantages and 
disadvantages. I ts  disadvantages (the possibility of frustration of 
the arbitration procedure) only became apparent later. There is 
nothing to suggest that in 1926 there kvas any thought of remedying 
this defect with regard to claims arising falling within the Treat!- 
of 1886. If this had been thought of, the sistem adopted \rould 
not have been to entrust to the Court the settlement of a dispiite 
which might arise as to whetlier, in any given case, therê was 
an obligation to resort to arbitration, \\,hile at  the sanie time 
preserving the arbitral procedure before a Commission of Arbi- 
tration appointed ad hoc to deal with the principal dispute, that 
relating to the validity of the claim ; rather \vuiild tliere have been 
a complete substitiition of the Court'.; jurisdiction for tlie arbitral 
procedure provided for in 1886. This was not the course adopted. 
I t  is impossible to attribute to the framers of the Declaration an 
intention which they never expressed, namely to create a system 
of such coml~lexity, and one which, a t  the present tirne, neither 
of the Parties would wish to be applied. 

I t  is therefore necessary to recognize that the 1)eclaration 
leaves the claims which a part), seelis to base upon the Treaty 
of 1886 legally in the same position as the- occupied formerl!,. 
I t  leaves unaffected the gap in the operation of the arbitration 
clause of the Protocol of 1886. If we have regard to the stagt. 
of development of international la\v a t  that period, and to the 
fact tliat in 1926 neither of the t\vo States had subscribed t o  
the Declaration relating to the compulsory jurisdiction of th(. 
Court, there is nothing surpriring about this. The Court thereforï 
has no jurisdiction to deal with a dispute concerning the existence, 
in a gi\.eii case, of an  obligation to resort to arbitration pursuant 
tu the Protocol of 1886. In other \s.ords, Article 29 of the Treaty 
of 1926 does not appear to me to be applicable to such a dispute. 

Furthermore, if it be accepted that the Ileclaration is: a ~)ro\.ision 
of the Treaty of 1926, that ~voultl mean that the Court has jiiris- 
diction to deal with a dispute concerning the interpretation lincl 
application of the Declaration : that \vould aiithorize rhe (..ourt, 
in the present case, to adjiidicate upun tilt. British conteiition 
that it is entitled to refuse to the Ambatielos clairn the bcnefit:, 
of the Declaration, on the ground that it \\.as not preserited prier 
to the 1)eclaration. 

But a decision on this point is not sufficient to resol\-e tlie 
question lvhetlier there exists any obligation to refer the Ambatieloa 
claim to arbitration. Such an obligation, if it exists, arises from 
tlic Treaty and the Protocol of 1886 : the dispiite :i1; to thr  
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existence, in this case, of such an obligation is a dispute concerning 
the interpretation and application of that Treaty and that Protocol. 
But Article 29 did not confer on the Court jurisdiction to deal 
with a dispute which, in the way now contemplated, relates 
exclusively to the interpretation and the application of the Treaty 
and Protocol of 1886 : it has never been contended-and it is 
manifestly impossible to say-that the provisions of that Treaty 
and Protocol are provisions of the Treaty of 1926. 

In conclusion, the Court ought in this case simply to observe 
that the Declaration of 1926 left the Parties with the régime 
created by the Treaty and the Protocol of 1886, a régime which 
remained completely unchanged by the Declaration, and that it 
is therefore for the Parties to take such action as they deem 
proper in pursuance of the provisions of the Treaty of 1886, and 
that the Court has not been invested by the Parties with any 
power to substitute itself for them in determining the action 
which ought to be taken in pursuance of those provisions in the 
present case. 

* * * 
The foregoing considerations lead me to the conclusion that 

the Court has not been given jurisdiction either to deal with the 
merits of the claim presented by the Hellenic Government in the 
Ambatielos case, or to consider and decide whether there is an 
obligation binding the States at issue to submit this claim to 
the arbitration provided for by the Protocol of 1886. 


